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About This Game

Spears 'n' Spades is an action platformer where you can change the weapon you attack with, each one different from the other.
Explore over 8 unique stages, each with new enemies, mechanics, bosses and secrets. However, you can only get hit twice

before you die.

The game has many secrets and shortcuts you can find to make your life easier. You can also find alternative paths in the levels;
however, some are more dangerous than the more obvious route.

You play as the knight Isabella Rosenschwarz, who must rescue her husband from King Nick, a demonic overlord who has
gathered an army of zombies and demons to stop her journey to the church he has occupied, as well as corrupt the land he now

rules.

Art and design by LeatherIceCream

Programming by LazyTomato and Madvertiz0r

Music by mudeth and Mixdown Media
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Title: Spears 'n' Spades
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
LeatherIceCream, LazyTomato, Madvertiz0r
Publisher:
Proc Spine
Release Date: 8 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or higher

Memory: 512 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 250 MB available space

Additional Notes: Screen resolution of 1280x720 or higher is recommended

English
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spears n spades

I absolutely loved this game. I have played quite a few of the Nancy Drew games, and this was definitely one of the best as far
as storyline and the puzzles are concerned. It might have been the scariest as well, although that really depends on what makes
you scared. If you are a serious gamer, you can't expect these games to have the kinds of graphics and interaction that other
games have (i.e. Portal), but for what they are, they are very well done and fairly entertaining. If you are looking for a nice and
relaxing challenge, play it on senior detective. Junior is pretty easy and is better done for simple storyline purposes. If there are
puzzles you have a hard time with, HerInteractive has a forum board set up with hints for the puzzles and sections where it
might not be clear what you should do, but I didn't have to make use of that as this game was pretty well streamlined. I
recommend it as a good puzzle game.. This game is pretty fun! especially against someone you want get intimate with because
you will criss coss handy dandy till you guys are mad at each other and some one says fk this game 10\/10 and storms off. Great
game, really funny adventure, puzzles makes sense in its crazy way. At first, game looked simple an cheap to me, but it turned
out to be really solid game with lot of good ideas, executed very well. I’m not always a fan of point and click games but when
they have a good story or are in a genre I like then I can start to enjoy them more. The Low Road being basically a point and
click version of No One Lives Forever did it for me. It doesn’t have the shooting but a very similar spy comedy feel to it.

The jokes were good, the story was good, the soundtrack was awesome and the puzzles were decent. I thought the addition of
the dialogue choices were a good way to break up the puzzles. It didn’t overstay it’s welcome either. The game clocked in at just
under five and a half hours for me which is a good length for a point and click game in my eyes. The game does support
manually saving whenever you want aside from during puzzles and when in conversations. I applaud that. The game also
supports frame rates above 60, it ran at 144 FPS constant for me. Not that a point and click game will benefit from higher frame
rates but I will give them credit regardless as I would rather have the support and not need it than the other way around.

As for the parts that could have been better there were a few minor gripes I had. The voice acting for the character of Horace
was horrible. Not just the performance but the quality of the audio. It’s like the actor send in his lines over a bad Skype
connection rather than sounding professionally done. It was really strange because the audio quality was great aside from that.
The audio in general was a tad loud for me, it’s the only game, at least of recent memory, that I had to set my headphones to
about a quarter volume before entering the game. That leads me into my next gripe: there were no options in game at all. When
you’re launching the game you can choose resolution and one graphics option but there is nothing in game for graphics, audio,
controls or anything else aside from language. Having to exit the game to adjust anything is a little dumb in 2018. The Steam
achievments seemed to be broken for me as I didn’t get a single one but that’s a non issue for me as I don’t care about
achievments. Still, a bug is a bug. My only other gripe was that the dialogue choices often weren’t really choices as there were
correct and incorrect answers. I will say though that when you screwed up and got a bad ending that they were usually hilarious.

Overall my gripes are all minor and the gameplay, soundtrack and story more than make up for it. Any fans of point and click
games or those who enjoy spy games that don’t take themselves seriously should enjoy The Low Road. I got it on sale for $3.75
CAD but wouldn’t hesitate to recommend it to people at it’s current full price of $16.99 CAD.

I played the game on Linux and had a great time. The game didn’t crash on me once, I ran into no glitches or bugs and the
performance was fantastic.

My System:

AMD Ryzen 5 2600X | EVGA CLC 240 | 16GB DDR4-3000 CL15 | MSI RX 580 8GB Gaming X | Mesa 18.1.6 | Samsung 850
Evo 250GB | Gigabyte X470 Aorus Ultra Gaming | Corsair AX1200 | InWin 303 White | Solus 3 | Kernel 4.18.5-90.current |
AOC G2460P @1920*1080 144hz

My Score: 8.5/10. it's a cool software but to really get the fullest out of it you need to sign up for a monthly payment
membership.. I liked it so much (played on another account). I felt it so comfortable and a refreshing hommage to zelda-like
games :D. I really did enjoy this hidden object game, alot of thought and care has been put into this which is more than I can say
for some of the newer ones. The music and background sound effects really set the tone well and I love the art style. The story
line is rather good as well which is a nice bonus and it took me a good few hours to compleat.. This game is extremely
challenging becuase unlike most platformers, its not just about timing and landing tricky jumps. you will need to master the
physics of this game and learn to use your momentum to your advantage.
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i really liked playing this game however there are a few cons

PROS
unique
challenging

CONS
level 54. My most recent achievement is "No hard feelings. It's all business."
XD
I'm not mad the dev did a runner, the game has a full single player campain and I paid very little for it. Plus its kinda fun.. This
game is very entertaing and full of adventure and yeah, very cheap too!
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Miaw maw maw miao miaw maw-maw miaoooooo!. i quite like this game. i just wish they would add more. all the bad reviews
are just about how little content there currently is. understand that they WILL add more content, just give them time.. I cannot
recommend this game! The game is very shallow, and extremely unbalanced. And the developer likes to play hide and go seek
with your save game, he hid it in the windows registry, lame developer.

If you want to delete your game file good luck, first you'll have to run a search and then edit your registry 'cause this developer
could not take the time to do it right like every other game made.. wait why did i buy this?. This is a great short little adventure
game. The game plays with scale in a superb way. The puzzles are most intuitive (except that last one ugh.) Well worth the price,
especially if you catch it on sale. My only critism (other than the length) is that I wish it were a funnier. Given the aesthetic and
the gameplay it seems like a missed opurtunity for some laughs. Overall it's an excellent buy.. Interesting, Lots of bugs to be
fixed, but for the price i would have to say, go for it. .99cents is like money that you find on the street.

9/10 for the price only.. Great movie project. Supported it because the world needs more sci-fi.. THIS REVIEW IS BEING
MADE ON THE BETA VERSION OF THE GAME. I'LL REMOVE THIS MARK WHEN/IF I UPDATE THE REVIEW
LATER ON WHEN THE GAME IS OFFICIALLY LAUNCHED.]

Mess something up and let the rage of space rain on you.

SPACECOM is a pretty simple game with a pretty simple goal. Take over the galactic territory of your enemy. You must gather
resources to face off what could secretly be a large empire.

In this game you are faced against an opponent and you must both learn to use your ships to either invade, destroy or attack
galaxies and enemy. You must withstand the pressure when being attacked and use cunning to send your ships at the right time.
It's all up to you if you wish to get resources first, start by devastating the enemy before he can do the same or even come up
with a wicked strategy that will blow your enemy away!

I recommend this game if you are willing to encounter stressful situations. Victories are highly satisfactory because they are
proof of your effort and good work.

Bear in mind it is stressful sometimes to watch an immense wave of enemy spaceships fall over you and take away all the things
you acquired with your effort. So consider this before getting the game.

Good luck. You'll need it.
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